
 

 
  

NETFLIX TO RELEASE GAGA: FIVE FOOT TWO GLOBALLY ON SEPTEMBER 22 
 

Documentary to Premiere at the 2017 Toronto International Film Festival 
  
HOLLYWOOD, CA (August 24, 2107) – Netflix today announced the release of Gaga: Five Foot Two, an 
intimate and unfettered portrait of a year in the life of Lady Gaga. The documentary was selected to premiere 
at this year’s Toronto International Film Festival and will launch simultaneously in all 190 countries in which 
Netflix is available on September 22. 
  
In the film, Emmy-nominated filmmaker Chris Moukarbel (Banksy Does New York) pulls back the curtain to 
introduce the woman behind the performer, the costumes, the glitz and the glamour. Off-stage, in the studio, 
unplugged and at home, audiences get an unguarded glimpse at Gaga through a series of personal highs and 
lows and the culmination of a year’s emotional journey. From struggles with relationships to health issues, 
from finding solace in her inner circle to conquering her insecurities, Gaga: Five Foot Twonavigates the divide 
between life as a superstar and life as an everyday woman. 
  
“It is a rare moment when one is invited behind the curtain to witness the raw truth of an individual, even more 
so when that person happens to be one of the most recognizable, influential and scrutinized public figures in 
culture today,” said Lisa Nishimura, VP of Original Documentaries for Netflix. “Director Chris Moukarbel deftly 
brings us into Lady Gaga’s intimate world; allowing us to experience the drive, conflict, passion, complexity 
and deeply personal creative process behind this singular artist.” 
  
"I had a rare opportunity to create a portrait of an artist with such an open heart and mind. I feel really lucky 
that Gaga trusted me and my vision,” said director Chris Moukarbel. 
  
“I'm excited for people to really get to know the woman I work with everyday,” said Lady Gaga's manager 
Bobby Campbell. “She’s one of the hardest working, most genuine, and truly hilarious people in the world.”   
  
“Live Nation Productions is used to telling artists’ stories in new and intimate ways that bridge the gap between 
musician and fan. The extraordinary personal access Lady Gaga gave us on Gaga: Five Foot Twoallows 
everyone to experience her fearlessness, vulnerability and true devotion to her craft,” said Heather Parry, Live 
Nation Productions’ President of Production, Film & Television. 



  
The Netflix original documentary is directed by Chris Moukarbel and produced by Heather Parry for Live Nation 
Productions, Bobby Campbell for Mermaid Films, and Moukarbel. Gaga: Five Foot Two is Executive Produced 
by Michael Rapino, Kim Ray, Lisa Nishimura, and Benjamin Cotner. 
 
  
About Netflix: 
  
Netflix is the world’s leading internet television network with 104 million members in over 190 countries 
enjoying more than 125 million hours of TV shows and movies per day, including original series, 
documentaries and feature films. Members can watch as much as they want, anytime, anywhere, on 
nearly any internet-connected screen. Members can play, pause and resume watching, all without 
commercials or commitments. 
  
About Live Nation Productions: 
  
Live Nation Productions is Live Nation’s film, television and documentary production division, devoted 
to telling groundbreaking, musically-driven stories for audiences worldwide. As the global leader in 
music and largest live-event promoter, Live Nation brings many of today’s biggest tour acts to the stage 
including Beyoncé, Coldplay, U2, Madonna and Lady Gaga, among others— powerfully positioning 
Live Nation Productions at the forefront of entertainment. Founded in 2016, the production arm extends 
the renowned Live Nation brand’s breadth of assets into the development and production of innovative, 
culturally impactful films, television and documentaries in both scripted and unscripted formats. Live 
Nation Productions produced the critically and commercially acclaimed documentary, Can’t Stop, Won’t 
Stop: A Bad Boy Story— a historical retrospective capturing the poignant story of Sean “Diddy” Combs 
and his entrepreneurial vision, which led to the creation of one of the most prolific record labels in the 
music industry. Centered on the Bad Boy 20th Anniversary Reunion Tour that took place in 2016, the 
film chronicles Puff as he tries to bring his family of artists back together for the first time since the 
tragic loss of their beloved friend and one of the most influential rappers of all time, the Notorious B.I.G. 
Prior to this, the department produced the powerful Colin Hanks directed documentary Eagles of Death 
Metal: Nos Amis, which chronicles the American rock band’s return to Paris following the tragic terrorist 
attacks that took place during their concert in November 2015. Additionally, Live Nation Productions 
financed Justin Timberlake + Tennessee Kids, a feature-length concert documentary directed by 
Jonathan Demme and released on Netflix. 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